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Make your life a work of art.You don't have to be a super-achiever. You don't have to be unusually

creative. You don't have to endure great obstacles. According to success expert, Jim Rohn, you

don't have to do exceptional things at all. Just do ordinary things exceptionally well. That's The Art

of Exceptional Living.  There are things you can, should and must do to get your life on track of

success. You may not be aware of it, but they are already in your heart. In The Art of Exceptional

Living, Rohn provides the ideas and inspiration that lead to unstoppable daily progress. Using his

exceptional powers of communication, he helps you through difficult subject matter, and teaches

you how to get beyond personal setbacks to begin living according to ypour own rules. You'll begin

by following the strategies of exceptional living, including:  Four major lessons that must be

mastered in life The most common self-imposed limitations and how to deal with them How to get a

miracle going in your life The foundation of good financial strategy
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I have read and listened to a number of programs of a similar variety over the years however this

particular CD stands out for its enduring value. I originally picked this up about 9 years ago and the

lessons have stayed with me.Yes, the material is common sense, yes, there is nothing new here

however, there is something unique in the delivery that over time somehow triggers behavior and

thought in such a way as to enable a person to make decisions by employing some perspective

towards their personal philosophy and the congruence of their thought and action, at least in my

personal experience. In other words one should be more personally conscientious of ones behavior



and exercise discretion with a view to cause and effect. While this is not an epiphany, the discipline

itself is difficult to instill.One of the most significant habits that I picked up from the lesssons, is

posing a relapsing question concerning my career, "Don't ask what you're getting here, ask what

you are becoming." This simple admonition, has enabled me to break the spell of being stuck in a

career rut and advancing towards professional fulfillment. The other habit that I picked up is the use

of a journal, which it turns out is a typical accessory to be found with all seriously successful people.

And while carrying a notebook or writing in it will not by itself make you succesful, the way in which

Rohn demonstrates its use will encourage a similar use, and I can attest to the value from that.

Primarily, it will enable one to uncover their personal philosophy through active introspection, and

change as necessary/desired.Much of what is passed off as personal development is really

emotional fast food.
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